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Collective leadership and voice
Gender equality, WASH and COVID-19



COVID-19: Women in Leadership 
Women-led countries 
did comparatively well

Head and Heart –
science-driven, timely 
decisions; kindness 
first, child-sensitive; 
human, personal, 
empathetic 

Women simply better 
leaders?  



Women more egalitarian, more likely to support politics and 
policies that promote equality, peace, and sustainable 
development? 

disproportionate representation of 
women in political leadership;
gendered burdens, norms, challenges –
structural and systemic barriers 

women as a group inherently more 
empathetic, egalitarian?  
women [can, will] positively transform 
power and politics in leadership? 



Fixing “leadership”?

https://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2018.01866

‘qualities like patience, sensitivity, and trustworthiness appreciated, but 
when forced to narrow their choices, these lost out to traits such as 
confidence, competitiveness, and decisiveness’.

https://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2018.01866


Why Collective Leadership?
DFAT – WfW project Nepal 

WASH functionality 
Federalism + GESI



Momentous potential for 
transformative change

GESI + Federalism: identities other than 
gender (caste, class, ethnicity, religion) define 
representation and voice

49 year-old Kausaliya Damai, a Dalit woman  
elected (2017) to the local government of 
Nawadurga rural municipality. 

“With all the odds stacked against us, this 
achievement for me and others, was proof that 
there is always hope – even in the most 
hopeless of situations”.



WASH decision-making at the local level: persisting 
intersectional disparities and masculinities 

1999-2019

caste persists – when we cant sit and eat together, how 
can we plan together?

Fieldwork (2020):
Male Chairperson, RM Sarlahi: 
“Vice-chairwoman is irregular in Palika office. Reservation 
policy empowered women in politics, but women don’t 
have the capacity to take up political role”. 

Female Chairperson, Gurans RM, Dailekh
“Men elected representatives laugh, when I put forward 
agenda on making sanitary pad available for school girls 
and constructing women friendly toilets. We women 
elected representatives don’t a safe space to raise our 
voice”.

International Alert (2020): 
‘Muslim and women representatives from 
Madhesi communities who are not native Nepali 
speakers are obliged to remain quiet because of 
linguistic barriers whenever the executive and 
assembly meetings are held in Nepali”.
‘The elected Dalit woman member has no 
specific rights and authority in the ward. She is 
being used as a peon to delivery messages and 
letters to ward people’.



Choosing the collective: Challenging conventional ideas of [women’s] 
leadership ACIAR: Eastern Gangetic Plains

Vulnerability and marginality: 
intersectional inequalities – gender + 
poverty, caste, ethnicity, disability 

Collective boundedness: 
meaningful representation in 
decision-making, increases voice and 
bargaining with local elites, and 
negotiating gender inequalities at 
scale. 



takeways

Which wo[men]? 
Generalizing about women without context is 
problematic… what development wants for/from 
women may not always be what all women seek in a 
given time and space (Mohanty 1988)

existing modes of power and politics DO corrupt and 
co-opt wo[men] (Batliwala and Dhanraj 2007)

fixing women in leadership positions OR fixing 
notions/ideas of leadership?

“Transforming systems is ultimately about 
transforming relationships among people who 

shape those systems”
Peter Senge


